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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce a novel bayesian compressive sensing
(CS) technique for phonetic classification. CS is often used to char-
acterize a signal from a few support training examples, similar to
k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
However, unlike SVMs and kNNs, CS allows the number of sup-
ports to be adapted to the specific signal being characterized. On
the TIMIT phonetic classification task, we find that our CS method
outperforms the SVM, kNN and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
methods. Our CS method achieves an accuracy of 80.01%, one of
the best reported result in the literature to date.

Index Terms— Compressive sensing, Pattern classification

1. INTRODUCTION

Parametric modeling techniques, such as Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) continue to be extremely popular for pattern recognition
tasks in speech recognition. While these techniques allow for fast
model training and scoring, training samples are pooled together for
parameter estimation, resulting in a loss of information that exists
within individual training samples. Alternatively, non-parametric
methods, including k-nearest neighbors (kNNs) [1] and Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs) [2] utilize the details of actual training exam-
ples. Since the number of training examples in speech tasks can be
very large, both of these non-parametric techniques adopt a common
theme of using a few number of training examples to characterize a
test vector. However, both techniques do not adapt their supports to
each test example. SVMs select a sparse subset of relevant train-
ing examples, known as support vectors, and use these supports to
characterize “all” examples in the test set. Similarly kNN methods
characterize a test point by selecting a small fixed number of k points
from the training set which are closest to the test vector, and voting
on the class that has the highest occurrence from these k samples. In
theory, adapting the number of k points per test vector could help.

In recent years, compressive sensing (CS) [3] has become a pop-
ular technique to represent a test signal by a few small training exam-
ples. Mathematically speaking, in a typical CS formulation, a matrix
H is constructed consisting of possible examples of the signal, that is
H = [h1;h2 . . . ;hn]. To reconstruct a signal y from H , CS solves
the equation y = Hβ. A sparseness condition is enforced on β, such
that it selects a small number of examples from H to describe y. CS
has typically been used for signal compression and recover, though
recently it has also shown success in face recognition [4] over lin-
ear SVM and 1-NN methods. One benefit of CS is that for a given
test example, CS adaptively selects the relevant support vectors β
from the training set H . It is this benefit of CS that motivates us to
explore its benefit over SVMs, kNNs and GMMs in speech recog-

nition. Specifically, we compare the performance of CS to the three
classifiers on the benchmark TIMIT phonetic classification task [5].

In this paper, we introduce three novel contributions in applying
CS for phonetic classification. First, we explore a novel method for
solving the CS problem. State-of-the-art methods for sparse signal
recovery typically utilize the Lasso technique to solve for the support
vectors [6]. However, this method only provides a point estimate for
β, and can thus be considered to be a sub-optimal solution. Recently,
we have introduce an Approximate Bayesian Compressive Sensing
(ABCS) formulation [7] which allows us to derive a closed-form
recursion for estimating sparseness parameters. We have found that
this ABCS method offered improvements over to the Lasso method
for a small fMRI binary classification task [7]. In this paper, we
explore the generality of ABCS for a large scale 39-phone TIMIT
classification task. In addition, the benefit of this Bayesian approach
is that it allows us to build CS on top of other Bayesian classifiers,
for example a GMM. Therefore, we will show that one can think of
CS as being a non-parametric classifier on top of a GMM.

A CS problem simply gives a solution of sparse vectors β given
a set of training examples in H and a test vector y. Our second con-
tribution introduces a framework of using the CS solution to gener-
ate an actual classification decision. Finally, many non-parametric
methods such as SVM have been shown to offer better performance
when the data is mapped to a nonlinear space. Thus far, CS tech-
niques represent y as a combination of examples in H , where both
y and H reside in the original input space. Our third contribution
is the introduction of nonlinearity into CS but constructing H such
that it contains both linear and non-linear features. We find that this
non-linear CS approach offers improvements over linear CS.

Our experiments on TIMIT are conducted with two different fea-
ture sets. Using MFCC features, we find that our nonlinear CS ap-
proach outperforms both the GMM and kNN methods, and offers
similar performance to the SVM. Next, using discriminative feature
space Boosted Maximum Mutual Information (fBMMI) features, we
find that CS technique offers an accuracy of 80.01% which outper-
forms both the GMM, kNN and SVM methods, and is close to the
best reported result of 81.3% in the literature to date ([8]).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
our novel ABCS formulation, while Section 3 discusses applying CS
to phonetic classification. Section 4 presents the experiments per-
formed, followed by a discussion of the results in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. ABCS DERIVATION

In this section, we formulate the ABCS solution. Ultimately, we
would like to use CS to solve the following problem:

y = Hβ s.t. ‖ β ‖21< ε for β (1)
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Here ‖ β ‖21< ε denotes a sparseness-promoting semi-gaussian
constraint, which we will describe in more detail below. In addition,
y is a frame of data from the test set such that y ∈ �m where m
is the dimension of the feature vector y. H is a matrix of training
examples and H ∈ �m×n where m << n. We assume that y
satisfies a linear model as: y = Hβ + ζ where ζ ∼ N(0, R). This
allows us to represent p(y|β) as a Gaussian distribution as:

p(y|β) ∝ exp(−1/2(y −Hβ)TR−1(y −Hβ)) (2)

Assuming β is a random variable with prior p(β), we can obtain
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for β as follows: β∗ =
argmaxβ p(β|y) = maxβ p(y|β)p(β). In the ABCS formulation,
we assume that p(β) is actual the product of two prior constraints,
namely a Gaussian constraint pG(β) and a semi-gaussian constrain
pSG(β) which enforces sparseness. Below, we present a two-step
solution to solve the following problem in the ABCS framework.

β∗ = argmax
β

p(y|β)pG(β)pSG(β) (3)

2.1. Step 1

In step 1, we solve for the β which maximizes the following ex-
pression. Equation 4 is equivalent to solving the equation y = Hβ
without enforcing a sparseness constraint on β [7].

β∗ = argmax
β

p(y|β)pG(β) (4)

We assume that pG(β) is a Gaussian, i.e., pG(β) =
N(β|β0, P0). Here β0 and P0 are initialized statistical moments uti-
lized in the algorithm. In [7], we show that the solution to Equation
4 has a closed form solution given by Equations 5a and 5b.

β∗ = β1 =
(
I − P0H

T (HP0H
T +R)−1H

)
β0+

P0H
T (HP0H

T +R)−1y (5a)

Similarly, we can express the variance of β1 as P1 =
E
[
(β − β1)(β − β1)

T
]
, given more explicitly by Equation 5b.

P1 = (I − P0H
T (HP0H

T +R)−1H)P0 (5b)

2.2. Step 2

Step 1 essentially solved for the pseudo-inverse of y = Hβ, of
which there are many solutions. In this section, we impose an ad-
ditional constraint that β will have a sparseness-promoting semi-
Gaussian prior, as given by Equation 6. Here σ2 is a constant pa-
rameter which controls the degree of sparseness of β.

pSG(β) = exp

(
−||β||21

2σ2

)
(6)

Given the solutions to Step 1 in Equations 5a and 5b, we
can simply rewrite Equation 4 as another Gaussian as p′(β|y) =
p(y|β)pG(β) = N(β|β1, P1). Therefore, let us assume now that
we would like to solve for the MAP estimate of β given the con-
straint that it is semi-gaussian, in other words:

β∗ = argmax
β

p′(β|y)pSG(β) (7)

In order to represent pSG(β) as a Gaussian the same way that
p(y|β) in Equation 2 was represented, let us define βi to be the ith

entry of the vector β. We introduce a matrix Ĥ of which the entries

are set as Ĥi(βi) = sign(βi), for i = 1, . . . , n. Here Ĥi(βi) = +1

for βi > 0, Ĥi(βi) = −1 for βi < 0, and Ĥi(βi) = 0 for βi = 0.

This matrix Ĥ is motivated from the fact that

‖ β ‖21= (
∑
i

(|βi|))2 = (
∑
i

(Ĥi(βi)βi))2 = (Ĥβ)2 (8)

Substituting the expression for ‖ β ‖21 given in Equation 8 and
assuming a that y = 0, we can rewrite Equation 6 as Equation 9.
Notice that Equation 9 has the same form as Equation 2 with H and

R now replaced by Ĥ and σ respectively.

pSG(β) = p(y = 0|β) = exp

(
−(0− Ĥβ)2

2σ2

)
(9)

The only problem with using Equation 7 to solve for β is the de-

pendency of Ĥ on β in Equation 5a. Therefore, we make an assump-

tion, by calculating Ĥ based on the sign of the previously estimated

β. In other words Ĥi(βi) ≈ Ĥi(βi
k−1). With this approximation

we can use Equations 5a and 5b to solve Equation 9. However, be-
cause of this semi-gaussian approximation, we must estimate β and
P iteratively. As [7] shows, this iteration also requires that we set
σ2 as σ2 × d, where d is the total number of iterations of Step 2.
Equation 10 gives the recursive formula which solves Equation 7 at
iteration k for k > 1 to d. Note that p′(β|y) = N(β|βk−1, Pk−1).

βk = βk−1 − Pk−1Ĥ
T

ĤPk−1ĤT + d× σ2
Ĥβk−1 (10a)

Pk =

[
I − Pk−1Ĥ

T

ĤPk−1ĤT + d× σ2

]
Pk−1 (10b)

In [7], we show that for large σ2 and large k, the estimate of
β and P using the approximate semi-gaussian given in Equation 9
is bounded from the estimate of these parameters for the true semi-
gaussian given in Equation 6 by O(1/σ2).

3. ABCS FOR CLASSIFICATION

Now that we have described the ABCS formulation, in this section
we discus how CS can be used for classification.

3.1. Classification Based on Sparse Representation

The goal of classification is to use training data from k differ-
ent classes to determine the best class to assign to test vector y.
First, let us consider taking all training examples ni from class i
and concatenate them into a matrix Hi as columns, i other words
Hi = [xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,ni ] ∈ �m×ni , where x ∈ �m represents
a feature vector from the training set of class i with dimension m.
Given sufficient training examples from class i, [4] shows that a test
sample y from the same class can be represented as a linear combi-
nation of the entries in Hi weighted by β, that is:

y = βi,1xi,1 + βi,2xi,2 + . . .+ βi,nixi,ni (11)

However, since the class membership of y is unknown, we define
a matrix H to include training examples from all k classes in the
training set, in other words the columns of H are defined as H =
[H1,H2, . . . , Hk] = [x1,1, x1,2, . . . , xk,nk ] ∈ �m×N . Here m is
the dimension of each feature vector x and N is the total number of
all training examples from all classes. We can then write test vector
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y as a linear combination of all training examples, in other words
y = Hβ. Ideally the optimal β should be sparse, and only be non-
zero for the elements in H will belong to the same class as y. This
motivates us to solve for the sparse representation of β using the
ABCS formulas presented in Section 2.

3.2. Classification Rule

Now that we have described our method to solve for β is via ABCS,
we now discuss how to assign y as belonging to a specific class.
Ideally, all nonzero entries of β should correspond to the entries in H
with the same class as y. In this ideal case, y will assign itself to one
training example from H , and we can assign y to the class which has
the largest support in β. However, due to noise and modeling error, β
belonging to other classes could potentially be non-zero. Therefore,
we compute the l2 norm for all β entries within a specific class, and
choose the class with the largest l2 norm support.

More specifically, let us define a selector δi(β) ∈ �N as a vector
whose entries are non-zero except for entries in β corresponding to
class i. We then compute the l2 norm for β for class i as ‖ δi(β) ‖2.
The best class for y will be the class in β with the largest l2 norm.
Mathematically, the best class i∗ is defined as

i∗ = max
i

‖ δi(β) ‖2 (12)

3.3. Construction of H

Since parametric techniques such as GMMs continue to be popular
for pattern recognition tasks in speech recognition, this implies the
availability of training data required to sufficiently estimate model
parameters. Pooling together all training data from all classes into H
will make the columns of H large (i.e., can be greater than 100,000
for TIMIT), and will make solving for β using Equations 5 and 10
intractable. Furthermore, given H ∈ �m×N , [3] shows that condi-
tion given by Equation 13 must hold in order for the CS solution of
β to be sparse. Here s is the number of non-zero support vectors in
β. For sufficiently large N , Equation 13 will not hold.

m > 2s log(N) (13)

Therefore, to reduce the size of N and make ABCS problem
more solvable, for each y, we find a neighborhood of closest points
to y in the training set using a kd-tree [1]. These k neighbors become
the entries of H . k is chosen to be in the large to ensure that β is
sparse and all training examples are not chosen from the same class.

3.4. Choice of P0

As discussed in Section 2.1, constants P0 and β0 must be chosen
to initialize the ABCS algorithm. Recall that β0 and the diagonal
elements of P0 all correspond to a specific class. We choose β0 to be
0 since we do not have a very confident estimate of β and we assume
its sparse around 0 anyways. We choose to initialize a diagonal P0

where the entries corresponding to a particular class are proportional
to the GMM posterior for that class. The intuition behind this is that
the larger the initial P0, the more weight is given to examples in
H belonging to this class in ABCS. Therefore, the GMM posterior
picks out the most likely supports, and ABCS provies an addition
step by using the actual training data to refine these supports.

3.5. Non-Linear CS

The traditional CS implementation represents y as a linear com-
bination of samples in H . Many pattern recognition algorithms,

such as SVMs [2] have shown better performance can be achieved
by a nonlinear mapping of the feature set to a higher dimensional
space. After this mapping, a weight vector w is found which
projects all dimensions within a particular feature vector to a sin-
gle dimension where different classes are linearly separable. We
can think of this weight vector w as selecting some linear com-
bination of dimensions within a feature vector to make it linearly
separable. The goal of CS is to find a linear combination of ac-
tual features, not dimensions within a feature vector. Therefore,
we introduce nonlinearity into CS, by constructing H such that
the entries of H themselves are nonlinear. For example, one such
nonlinearity is to square all the elements within H . That is if
we define Hlin = [x1,1, x1,2, . . . , xk,nk ], then H2 is defined as
H2 = [x2

1,1, x
2
1,2, . . . , x

2
k,nk

] and similarly H3 would take cubed
products of each of the x entries. We could also take products be-
tween different xi as Hinner = [x1,1x1,2, x1,1x1,3 . . . , xk,8xk,nk ].
We then take a specific nonlinear Hnonlin and combine it with the
linear Hlin to form a new Htot = [Hlin, Hnonlin] and use ABCS to
solve for β. In Section 5.1, we discuss the performance of the ABCS
algorithm for different choices of nonlinear H .

4. EXPERIMENTS

Classification experiments are conducted on TIMIT [5] acoustic
phonetic corpus. The corpus contains over 6,300 phonetically rich
utterances divided into three sets. The standard NIST training set
consists of 3,696 sentences, used to train various models used by
the recognizer. The development set is composed of 400 utterances
and is used to train various classifier tuning parameters. The full test
set includes 944 utterances, while the core test set is a subset of the
full test set containing 192 utterances. In accordance with standard
experimentation on TIMIT [9], the 61 phonetic labels are collapsed
into a set of 48 for acoustic model training, ignoring the glottal stop
[q]. For testing purposes, the standard practice is to collapse the 48
trained labels into a smaller set of 39 labels [9].

We compare two sets of segmental features in our experiments.
First, we represent each frame in our signal by a 13 dimensional
MFCC. We split each phonetic segment into thirds, taking the av-
erage of these frame-level features around 3rds, and splice them to-
gether to form a 39 dimensional vector. This allows us to capture
time dynamics into each segment. Then, at each segment, segmen-
tal feature vectors to the left and right of this segment are joined
together and a Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA) transform is
applied to project 117 dimensional feature vector down to 40 di-
mensions. We also explore using discriminative features, namely
Feature Space Boosted Maximum Mutual Information (fBMMI) fea-
tures. Again, we first compute these features at a frame level, and
then employ a similar averaging scheme as with the MFCC features
to create a segmental feature vector. Then, at each segment, fea-
tures from the neighboring frames are spliced together and an LDA
is applied to reduce these features down to 40 dimensions.

First, we analyze the performance of the CS classifier for dif-
ferent choices of linear and nonlinear H as described in Section
3.4. Next, we compare the performance of CS with three other stan-
dard classifiers used on this task, namely a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2] and k-nearest Neigh-
bors (kNN) classifier [1]. The parameters of each classifier were
optimized for each feature set on the development set. Specifically,
we found that modeling each phone as a 16-component GMM was
appropriate. The kernel type and parameters within this kernel were
optimized for the SVM. In addition, the number of k closest neigh-
bors for kNN was also learned. And finally, for CS the size of Hlin
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was optimized to be 200 examples from the kd-tree. In addition to
compute Hnonlin, 100 columns were randomly chosen from Hlin

to compute each type of nonlinear H .

5. RESULTS

5.1. Performance for Different H

Table 1 shows the accuracy on the development set for different
choices of H using MFCC features. Notice that the nonlinear
CS-HlinH

2 method offers improvements over the linear CS-Hlin

method. Taking HlinH
2H3 offers addition improvements, though

overtraining occurs when higher order features past H3 are used.
Furthermore, there is very little difference between squaring indi-
vidual entries of H (i.e. HlinH

2) or taking products between dif-
ferent entries of H (i.e., HlinHinner). While not shown here, sim-
ilar trends were also observed for fBMMI features. Since the CS-
HlinH

2H3 method offers the best performance of the CS methods,
we will report the results for this classifier in subsequent sections.

Method Dev-MFCC

CS-Hlin 76.64

CS-HlinH
2 76.84

CS-HlinH
2Hinner 76.53

CS-HlinH
2H3 76.89

CS-HlinH
2H3H4 76.86

Table 1. Accuracy for Different H using MFCC features

5.2. Comparison of Different Classifiers

Table 2 compares the performance of the CS classifier with the
GMM, kNN and SVM methods for both MFCC and fBMMI fea-
tures. Classifiers which are not statistically significant from the CS
classifier, as confirmed by McNemar’s Test, are also indicated by
‘=’. First, notice that when MFCC features are used, CS outpeforms
both then kNN and GMM methods, and offers similar performance
to the SVM. When discriminative features are used, the GMM tech-
nique is closely matched to the SVM though CS is able provide fur-
ther gains over these two methods. This is one of the benefits of CS -
a discriminative non-parametric classifier built on top of the GMM.

Method MFCC fBMMI

GMM 74.19 78.31

kNN 73.69 79.58 (=)

SVM 76.20 (=) 78.38

CS-HlinH
2H3 76.44 80.01

Table 2. Accuracy for Different Classifiers on TIMIT Testcore Set

5.3. Analysis of Results

To better understand the gains achieved by the CS classifier com-
pared to the other three techniques, Figure 1 plots the relative dif-
ference in error rates within 6 broad phonetic classes (BPCs) for CS
compared to the three other methods. First, notice that CS offers
improvements over the GMM in all BPCs, again confirming its ben-
efit of a non-parametric discriminative classifier on top of the GMM.
Secondly, while the SVM technique offers improvements over the
CS method in the vowel/semi-vowel class, the CS method signifi-
cantly outperforms the SVM in the weak fricative, stop and closure
classes. Finally, the CS method offers slight improvements over the

kNN method in the nasal, strong fricative and stop classes, while
kNN offers slight improvements in the vowel, weak fricative and clo-
sure classes. Thus, we can see that with the exception of the GMM,
the gains from CS do not come from it outperforming the kNN and
SVM techniques within all BPCs, but only within certain BPCs.
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Fig. 1. Rel. Diff. in Error Rates Between CS and Other Methods

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explored the use of a bayesian CS approach and
applied this to phonetic classification. On the TIMIT phonetic clas-
sification task, we found that our nonlinear CS method outperformed
the GMM, SVM and kNN methods and offered an accuracy of
80.01%, close to the best reported result in the literature. In the
future, we would like to explore the use of CS for speech recogni-
tion. Specifically, since CS appears to offer extra discrimination on
top of a GMM, we would like to explore using it to provide acous-
tic scores for Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states, the output of
which follows a GMM distribution. In addition, we would like to
explore methods to decrease the computational complexity of the
CS method, making it more usable for speech recognition tasks.
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